Abstract. The establishment of the kinematics model for robot, including of direct kinematics and inverses kinematics, which is the base of the application of the robot. This paper presents the kinematics model of the six revolute joint robot. Through analysis position with D-H method, the direct kinematics model and inverse kinematics model are established. Given the geometric parameters of the six revolute joint robot, the numerical examples are provided. Therefore, the direct kinematics model and inversed kinematics model are minimal. And the research is applicable to other robot systems with similar mechanical configurations.
Introduction
It is important to establish the kinematics model for revolute joint robot, which is the base of the application of the robot [1] . The models include direct kinematics and inverses kinematics. One of the challenges in studying robot consists of the difficulty in solving their inverse kinematics problems, which leads to systems of polynomial equations. And solution approaches for such a problem can be divided into two classes: numerical methods and analytic techniques [2] . Denavit proposed the method, which presents the pose relation of links with displacement transformation matrix, named D-H method [3] . Then the D-H method is applied in establishment of the kinematics model for robot. The inverses kinematics model for PUMA 560 robot was presented [4] . The equations of inverses kinematics were derived for MOTOMAN-UPJ [5, 6] . In [7] , the kinematics model was established for the six revolute joint robot, named 6R robot. And the Graphic simulation was provided.
It is important to obtain the dominant type of the kinematics model. In addition, extraneous solution is provided through deriving equations, results from trigonometric function transformation. In [8] , the inverses kinematics was analyzed, and sixteen real solutions were obtained. In this paper, the kinematics model for 6R robot is present with D-H method, and the numerical examples are provided.
Direct Kinematics for 6R robot
Direct Kinematics Model. Fig.1 shows the schematic of the D-H method. Link i-1 is connected with link i by joint i. A reference frame O i-xiyizi attached to the joint i is defined as: z i axes and joint i axes coincide, and the x i axes is perpendicular to the z i axes and z i+1 axes. Joint i axes defined as axis of rotation for revolute, or the direction of movement for the prismatic pair. Here, torsion angle α i is defined from z i-1 axes to z i axes, revolute angle θ i is defined from x i-1 axes to x i axes, a i is defined as length of link i, di is defined as offset distance from x i to x i+1 . The pose relation of link i-1 and link i can be given with displacement transformation matrix by D-H method, as 
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For 6R robot in this paper, the link parameters are given as Table 1 . The reference coordinate systems are shown as Fig. 2 . And then, substituting the parameters into Eq.1, Eq.2 and Eq.3, where t ij can be expressed as Table 1 Link parameters for 6R robot 
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Form Eq.3, Eq.4 and Eq. 5, the direct kinematics model of 6R robot can been given as ( 
Given driving parameters θ i , the t ij can be obtained from Eq.4, and the direct kinematics model of 6R robot express as Eq. 6 is expressed as dominant type.
Numerical Example for Direct Kinematics Model.
As an example of the direct kinematics solution for a general case mechanism, let the link parameters be as: a1=150mm, a2=250mm, a3=60mm, d4=140mm. And the driving parameters θi is given as 
The orientation and the positon of the end effecter, which are changed with value t are shown in Fig. 3 . So, given driving parameters θi, the orientation and the positon of the end effecter can be obtained. Therefore, the direct kinematics model for the 6R robot is minimal. (9) The half-angel tangent relationships is substituted, and the θ1 can been given as
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By matrix transform, yields 
And from 
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Then the θ4, θ5 and θ6 can been given as 
Given the end effecter vector POS0, the u, v, w, η, λ and μ can be obtained from Eq.14 and Eq.17, and driving parameters θi can be solved from Eq. 10, Eq. 13 and Eq. 18. The inverses kinematics model of 6R robot is expressed as dominant type.
From the inverses kinematics model, the sixty-four real solutions can be obtained, which include the extraneous solution results from trigonometric function transformation. In this paper, driving parameters θi are substituted into Eq. 4 and Eq. 6, and the vector POSi can be obtained. And the discriminate of the real solutions for the inverses kinematics model can be given as Table 2 . There are eight real roots. So, for the given POS 0 , there are eight groups driving parameters for the 6R robot. Those real roots are depicted in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the direct kinematics is minimal. Fig. 4 Schematic of the inverses kinematics
Summary
(1) Based on D-H method, the direct kinematics model for the 6R robot has been successfully approached. And the model is expressed as dominant type. Then numerical example is included. Therefore, the direct kinematics model for the 6R robot is minimal.
(2) Based on D-H method, the inverses kinematics model for the 6R robot has been successfully approached. And the model is expressed as dominant type. The discriminate of the real solutions for the model are obtained. Then numerical example is included, there are eight real roots. Therefore, the inverses kinematics model for the 6R robot is minimal.
